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A Tale of Two Reports
In this era of "bully pulpiting," reports
on education evoke two reactions
Some see them as effective ways to
develop public awareness and provide
insights that empower individual edu-
cators to make different decisions. To
others these same reports appear as
substitutes for action; they present
lofty imperatives, which are easily dis-
counted by those who must imple
ment them in the real world.

Two recent reports dealing with the
problem" of technology in education

illustrate both perspectives: Trans
firming American Education: Reduc
ing the Risk to the Nation, the National
Task Force on Educational Technology
report to the Secretary of Education
(1986), and "Report of the Task Force
on Technology, part of Time for Re-
suits, the National Governors' Asocia
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tion 1991 Report on Education (1986)
Each report, standing alone, appears

to be a competent, studied view of
technology's role in education When
they are compared, however, their dif-
ferences are apparent One provides a
practical vision; the other displays a
traditional mind set toward technolo-
gy, which actually contributes to the
confusion surrounding the issue The
following comparison highlights only
the consequences of the fundamental
difference between the two reports-
their initial assumptions about the role
of tooxls in modern society Judgments
about other differences in the two
reports (eg., one is federal, the other
state) are neither intended nor
pertinent

The Department of Education re
port, developed at the end of 'Secretary
Bell's tenure, has not been widely
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disseminated. The Governors' report
has been disseminated but, because it
is one of seven task force reports in
Timefor Results, it may not have been
widely read, which is unfortunate. The
Governors' study provides what the
Education Department report only
promises--a strategy for "transforma-
tion" that points in the right direction
for getting to the future from where
we are today

The two task forces had similar in
tentions: to recommend strategies
that, by 1991, would have major im-
pact on schools Both envision a more
performance-based, individualized
learning environment Each panel rep
resented, or heard, public and private
sector views of the history and current
status of technology in society and
education. Both projected the need for
sch(x)ls to prepare students for a dif
ferent type of world in the 1990s, and
then each applied "backward plan-
ning" to suggest ways to get from here
to there The similarity ends there

The Education Department report
makes the traditional recommenda-
tion of studies like these, which is to
change "everything" (e.g, teacher
education, curriculum, instructional
roles) first and then use the t(x)is
appropriately A slight variation in this
report is the suggestion of a two track
approach in which schools use tech-
nology to continue "to improve tradi
tional delivery," while a new, im-
proved 1990s model is developed on a
parallel "research, development, and
evaluation" track, apparently to fall
neatly into place in the next decade
The Governors' report, on the other
hand, offers practical strategies that
can empower today's educators to find
new possibilities that will allow them
to change their schools in the direc
tion intended.

Why did the two reports arrive at
different conclusions? Apparently each
group started with a different assump-
tion of technology's role The Educa-
tion Department view comes from the
perspective of an industrial society.
Tools exist between the worker and
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the product and serve as extensions of
the worker, as limbs and senses. The
Governors' report, on the other hand,
loxked at technology's role in the con-
text of an informanon society. Here.
t(x)ls stand between the worker and
the many factors that ultimately influ-
ence the product Information tech-
nol<ogies feed the worker's deci-
sion--and extend the mind.

Starting with this fundamental per-
,pective, the Governors' report focus-

es on ways educators can use tools to
address the problems of personal and
school effectiveness. By contrast. the
Education Department report seeks
ways for the tools to solve the prob-
lems. Tools are neutral but carrm the
inherent potential to amplify and ex-
tend the user's values. Figure I com-
pares selected ideas from both re-
ports. The quotations are taken out of
context but indicate the beliefs implic-
it in each study. They illustrate how. in

plans like these. "where you're com-
ing from" can directly influence
"where vou're going.

Most surprising about the two re-
ports is the Education Departnent's
blind spot regarding the people
whose daily decisions create and
maintain schools. "Education" is dis-
cussed as if it were a "thing" apart
from people Perhaps because the
GoCvernors are closer to the manage-
ment values beginning to pervade
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American industry, they assume
"workers" possess values and commit-
ment to the same ends as policymak-
ers and have drive to attain them, since
their daily sense of satisfaction and
effectiveness is at stake Thus educa-
tion's "workers" can be trusted to dis-
cover how new tot)ls can make them
even more effective. They don't have
to have everything designed from out-
side and given to them

Most unfortunately, the Education
Department misused an important
concept for education toK ay-trans-
formation. The report's recommenda-
tions for transforming American edu
cation "into the syvstem it needs to
become" use the concept as a syn-
onym for "change." It's true; organiza-
tions, materials, relationships, and
buildings can be changed But they
can't be transformed.

Transformation occurs only in the
minds of individuals who see new

possibilities, choices, and connections
for accomplishing human purposes.
As a consequence of this altered view,
different decisions "change" organiza-
tions and society. Thus, the two-track
Education Department approach can
only rob practitioners of discovery and
problem solving.

The Governors' recommendations
hold more hope, for they support the
individuals who run schooxls They ad
vocate a more natural planning proc
ess, which takes advantage of the infor-
mation and motives of individuals
Give them the tools and help them
discover and use the consequences
They will push back the limits of the
"possible" while doing their job. The
experience will transform them and
change education

Someday we may ltoxk back at these
two reports as turning points in our
evolution from an industrial to an
information society The Education

Department study stands at the edge of
outmoded educational thinking, and
the Governors' report opens the gates
to new understanding and action.Z
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Using Research on Leadership
Applications of the emerging knowledge base on effective organizations in the training, selection,
and evaluation of educational leaders, especially principals

Toward More Productive Teaching
Research on, and analysis of, unusually effective instruction

Collegial Learning
Portrayals of the many ways educators (and students) are wiorking with colleagues for their mutual
benefit, including support groups, peer coaching, and so on

The Arts and Humanities in General Education
Curriculum issues involved in planning arts and humanities programs for all students Exemp!lln
programs

Restructuring Schools to Match a Changing Society
Adapting educational programs and practices, including the structure of the teaching profession, I,
current and future demographic and technologica! conditions

Helping Youngsters Cope with Life
Problems and decisions faced by young people and the effectiveness of schxools responses,
including conflict resolution, sex education, drug abuse prevention, and suicide prevention

Integrating Thinking Skills into the Regular Curriculum
Designing curriculum with specific provisions for development, transfer, and assessment of student
thinking

Papers should be tritten in direct, conversational sryle and he as brief as possible (five to ten double-spaced page')
References ma hbe cited hriefly in the text (Jones 198R) and listed in hrbliographic form at the end of the anicl, but citations In the )orm It
endnores are also acceptable For examples of either srnle, see The Chicago anral a ofSn ,le (13th edition. I niversin- of Chicago Pres) or ai recent
issue Please double space everything

Unsolicited manuscripts judged to merit further consideration are sent for evaluation hv from three to five reviewers, usualh- including holtr
scholars and practitioners, but final decisions on publication are made b, the Executive Editor Manuscripts are returned only if the author
supplies a self addressed envelope .ith the necessary pxstage

Send a letter-qualm- original and one additional cops to Executive Editor, Fducational Leadership, 12S N West St, Alexandria. VA 22314 2-98
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